
Event Pricing & Information* 

Carmichael Images is a professional, lifestyle photography company.  Our goal is to capture people, situations, real-life events, or milestones in an artistic manner 
and to tell stories about people's lives that inspire. We capture the mood, spirit, and atmosphere of your event through a professional lens.  You can expect a variety 

of images including:  establishing shots, detail shots, close candids, candid interactions, posed portraits 

STANDARD EVENT COVERAGE 
Ten digital highlight photos delivered next day by 3:00 pm 

Three day digital photo delivery on remaining photos by 5:00 pm 
 Post production editing for color correction, exposure and quality control 

Online gallery for guest viewing and print purchase.  For easier viewing, photos placed in specified galleries labeled:  All, Highlights, Ambience, Posed, Candids, 
Stage/Podium, Step & Repeat gallery 

 $350 per hour for 1st 2 hours / $275 per hour each hour thereafter (Two hour minimum) 
———————————— 

REAL TIME PHOTO DELIVERY DURING EVENT 
Photos taken during your event will be displayed on large monitor during the event for guest viewing. A custom slide show of your own photos can be included and 

displayed with the event photos.   
Real time delivery can include Red Carpet/Step & Repeat, candids, posed photos.  

Real time delivered photos will be available for take home after event via a USB drive. 
Remaining photos will be delivered electronically next day by 3:00pm  

**Does not includes fees for the following: Primary photographer(s) Audio Visual Technician, Equipment (TV monitors) and delivery** 
Event Audio Visual/Photo and Slide Show Service starts at $1500. Please call for more details.  

———————————— 
 PR and Event Marketing 

All digital photos delivered next day by 9:00am 
 Post production editing for color correction, exposure and quality control 

Ninety (90) minutes $500 

Photo Delivery 
Photos will be reviewed prior to delivery to best represent the client’s brand and the spirit of the event.  Selected photos will be edited to fine- tune exposure, color 

correction, overall quality, and individual theme.  Only the “BEST of the BEST” photos will be delivered. Shot count is estimated to be 40 photos per hour. Client will 
have full commercial rights to all delivered photos. All digital photos will all be delivered to client via Pix Oasis and USB drive will be mailed after each digital 

delivery. Pix Oasis is a professional digital photo delivery platform and is used similar to Dropbox, but does not require a password or approval to view the delivered 
photos.  Also, the link from the uploaded photos can be easily shared with anyone that has email. Pix Oasis is far more user friendly than Dropbox, for both the 

photographer and client.  

ADDITIONAL UPGRADES 
Online name(s) tag of posed photos - $1500 

Same day delivery with STANDARD EVENT COVERAGE $1000 
Social Media Selects:  5 photos formatted for Facebook and Instagram use - $350 

Branding (watermark) placement on images - $350 
Photo(s) distribute to other emails - $75 per email 

Second photographer for Step & Repeat/Red Carpet or Photo booth please call 
  

BOOKING 
Please call or email with your event information, package preference, and any upgrades that you would like.   We will follow up immediately to confirm our 
availability, secure additional information and finalize contract terms/payment options. For all service options,   a $150 non-fundable retainer is required to book 
and hold the date for your event coverage and serves as a cancellation fee.  

PAYMENT:   
All retainer fees can be paid via cash, money order, PayPal or Zelle.  

CANCELLATION POLICY:   
Any client who does not cancel or reschedule within 48 hours of event will forfeit the $200 retainer and it will serve as a cancellation fee. Retainer fee can be 
credited towards a future events if the client reschedules the appointment by calling 48 hours prior to the date of the event and re-booking at an agreeable date and 
time.   

If Carmichael Images cannot perform this contract due to fire or other casualty, strike, act of God, or other cause beyond the control of the parties, or due to 
photographer’s illness or emergency, and can not find a replacement photographer to cover the event. then the photographer shall return the retainer fee to the 

client but shall have no further liability with respect to the contract. This limitation on liability shall also apply in the event that photographic materials are damaged 
in processing, lost through camera or other media malfunction, lost in the mail, or otherwise lost or damaged without fault on the part of the photographer. In the 

event Carmichael Images fails to perform for any other reason, Carmichael Images shall not be liable for any amount in excess of all monies paid. 
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